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A glimpse of Korea’s innovation at CES 2018 

Jeong Eun Ha, Officer for Innovation, Technology and Science, January 12, 2018 

Introduction 

CES 2018, the world largest consumer electronics exhibition, just took place in Las Vegas from 9
th
 to 12

th
 

of January, 2018. Traditionally, Korean major electronics companies such as Samsung and LG have 

been presenting themselves every year. However, recently, other industrial sector companies are also 

showing interests in this event. Some of the highlights of the Korean companies at CES 2018 are shown 

below.  

LG C-Series OLED TV, the Best TV of CES 2018 

Engadget, the official Award Partner for CES, has awarded LG C-Series OLED TV as ‘the Best of TV’ at 

CES. Not only Engadget, but also, Reviewed.com and other international media have awarded LG’s TV 

as the best TV of CES. This C8-Series includes fast new A9 processor which is put to good use powering 

the newly added Google Assistant. In addition, LG has also presented a rollable OLED TV which viewers 

can roll up when they are not using it. This 65 inch full 4K resolution TV is the successor of the 2016’s 

rollable 18 inch display panel. It is thinner, rollable like a projector screen and it is possible to flexibly sink 

down the TV screen to watch movie or even deeper down only to leave a wide strip at the top to show 

smart home information, music controls or whatever other ambient updates the viewers want. 

  
 

<Left - LG 2018 C-Series OLED. Source: engadget; Right - LG rollable display. Source:Yonhap> 

SK Telecom jumping into autonomous driving industry 

SK Telecom has made a cooperation agreement with a global map developing company, Here, during the 

CES event. They will jointly develop an ultra-precise map to apply to autonomous vehicles. SK and Here 

will jointly develop extremely precise maps at several locations in Korea including Gyeongbu Highway, 

which is connecting the two largest cities from Seoul to Busan, starting from early this year. Their main 

focus is to develop a solution which uses 5G network to realize the extremely precise map at 0.001 

second duration. In order for this cooperation, they will establish a joint Research and Innovation Center 

in Korea and exchange knowledge, infrastructure and staffs as well. After the development, the solution 

will be supplied to location base service companies and automotive companies.  
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<CEO of SK telecom, Jeongho Park and CEO of Here, Edzard Overbeek signed Strategic Partnership 

Agreement. Source: SKT> 

Other industries’ executives visiting CES 2018 

Hyundai Vice President, Euisun Jeong, received a lot of media attention to visit the CES event as the 

event has been traditionally a place for electronic consumers and IT companies. However, many 

automotive industries companies in the world have presented themselves at this event to showcase their 

innovative autonomous driving system. Vice President Jeong was one of the most proactive persons to 

find partners in autonomous driving system. This is very unusual occasion as Hyundai has been choosing 

individual route instead of collaborating with other companies. He has visited Intel, Mobileye, Aurora, 

NVIDIA and so on to meet with the CEO’s and discuss about cooperation opportunities in the 

autonomous driving system.   

             

< Vice President Jeong at CES Source: Polinews(Left), MT(right)> 

Other than Hyundai, POSCO group and Doosan group CEO’s have also visited the CES. POSCO 

president, Oh Joon Kwon, has visited the show for the first time. The group is planning to implement the 

smart solution in their traditional market such as steel, construction, IT and Energy. The executives are 

scouting innovative technologies at CES to increase their competitiveness by applying smart technology 

into their production process. A large group of Doosan executive levels have visited the CES in order to 

plan a new digital innovation business by checking the global trend of artificial intelligence, internet of 

things, and so on.  
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Conclusion 

While traditionally Korean large companies have not been very active in open innovation, the CES has 

shown that those executives of the companies are changing their attitude to seek partners for cooperation 

opportunities. The pace of technological change is faster than ever, so cooperation and partnership 

became essential for companies to maintain the innovativeness and competitiveness. In the context of 4
th
 

industrial revolution, 5G network, artificial intelligence and autonomous vehicle and so on, Korea will be 

very much interested in collaborating with foreign companies.   
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